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Scott Garber brings more than thirty years of
cross-cultural experience in Christian ministry
and pastoral training to his writing. That
includes more than a decade in Spain and
Romania working in higher education settings
and many years serving in African-American
and multicultural churches. 
 
He is currently a Pastor-At-Large at Bridgeway
Community Church in Columbia, MD. Scott and
his wife Cindi live in Washington, DC, where he
focuses on writing and speaking. Scott is the
Founder and Executive Director of Overcoming, a
non-profit organization dedicated to racial justice.
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White as Sin redefines the conversation about
race relations by addressing the fundamental
question — Why? Why is America's history so
stained with the horrors of racial oppression?
And why does racial dysfunction continue to
bedevil both the Church and the broader
society? The author locates the problem in an
immoral attitude deeply embedded in white
identity, something he calls “racial
haughtiness.” 
 
This exhaustively researched book traces the
influence of racial haughtiness across the
centuries and right into today’s headlines.
Finally, White as Sin points the way to a
process of moral transformation designed to
redress the past and re-imagine the future.
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"In White As Sin, Scott Garber has written a
compelling explanation and history of
whiteness as a social construct, particularly
how it is rooted in a sinful haughtiness that is
deeply ingrained both at the personal and
corporate level. In a time such as this, White
As Sin is a book that white Christians need to
read."
 
 

"Scott Garber is a prophetic voice uniquely
positioned to do what prophets do:
consider the fault-lines beneath the
surface, carefully expose them, and call
people to radical transformation. White As
Sin is strong medicine, but it has
remarkable potential to heal our land."
 

"Garber does not pull any punches in this
illuminating and…indispensable work that
challenges white Christians to confront and
atone for past sins."
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Jim Wallis, The New York Times bestselling
author of America’s Original Sin: Racism,

White Privilege, and the Bridge to a New
America, president of Sojourners, and editor-
in-chief of Sojourners magazine

 
Dr. D. Brent Sandy, New Testament scholar and
co-author of The Lost World of Scripture
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"Scott Garber offers a fresh perspective
that will appeal to thought leaders,
especially Christian leaders, who are
troubled by the persistence of race-
related problems in our society. White
As Sin is a serious, meaty, and quite
possibly controversial book on a topic
that is critically important both to
Christians and to our nation."
  
 
Galen Carey, Vice President of Government
Relations for the National Association of
Evangelicals

Dr. David Anderson, Sr. Pastor of Bridgeway
Community Church in Columbia, MD and
author of Gracism: The Art of Inclusion

"Scott Garber gives a weighty and
thoughtful progression of racialization and
the sin of racism from the Garden of Eden
to the fields of America, to the modern-day
struggles of racial haughtiness in the 21st
century...White As Sin challenges the
conversation about reconciliation head on."
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